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Presentation outline and content of the 
working paper



• to contribute to the literature on climate policy in the 
enlarged EU, with a particular focus on the CEE 
Member States. 

• research questions: 
– What are the means by which the EU has sought 

to integrate new Member States into its climate 
policy, in particular via the distribution of climate 
policy costs (effort-sharing)?

– What are the lessons learned for other jurisdictions 
as they develop their own climate policies? 

Aim of the working paper



Giving Context to EU Effort Sharing

• Key factors common to CEE MS - positive and 
negative legacies

• CEE concerns before joining the EU
• Transfer of environmental and climate change 

policy to CEE MS is a significant achievement.
• A lower level of engagement in CEE Member 

States regarding climate change Regarding 
climate changecompared to the EU15



Giving Context - Energy sector
• EU15 & CEE MS face different energy trajectories 
• but converging, situations in the energy sector.
• Salient issues in the energy sector for CEE MS:

- high level of import dependence on Russia; 
- high and likely growing costs of energy relative to 

purchasing power; 
- growth of new sources of energy demand, especially 

transport and domestic consumption;
- significant investment needs to replace existing capacity 

and meet demand growth;
- a still significant energy intensity gap; 
- high shares of coal and in some cases nuclear;
- ambivalent attitudes towards the agendas of market 

liberalization and integration. 



Giving Context - Energy mix



Giving Context - Energy intensity



Giving Context - Gas imports



Giving Context - Economy

• Economic differences between the EU15 &CEE 
MS are deeper than GDP/capita
EU approaches to effort sharing have focused 
on GDP/capita  this constitutes the 
key hurdle to a more cohesive position on 
climate policy within the EU

• Linkages between climate/resource policy and 
the “green growth” agenda could enhance CEE 
interest in climate policy



Giving Context – Economy: 
CEE “growth model”

• Embodied in the EU2020 strategy 
• Total factor productivity growth
• High level of financial market integration
• High level of foreign trade  

• The financial crisis exposed the risks of the CEE 
“growth model” this may provide an occasion 
for considering the potential and required policies to 
integrate growth and climate objectives in CEE.  



History of Effort Sharing in EU Policy

• Effort sharing of Kyoto targets – BSA 
• Effort sharing in the EU ETS
- Problem of over-lapping “regimes”: Kyoto commitment of 

the EU15 under BSA & Kyoto commitments of CEE MS 
 EU-wide ETS

- difficulties of harmonizing climate policy across 
heterogeneous countries

• Effort-Sharing in the 2008 Climate and Energy 
Package 



Evolution of targets in the EU-burden sharing negotiations



Allocation under revised NAPs relative to an indicative ETS 
cap for meeting BSA or Kyoto targets 



Effort-Sharing in the 2008 Climate and Energy 
Package 

Proposed effort-sharing mechanisms:
•Redistribution of non-ETS targets based on GDP/capita
•Proposal to trade non-ETS & CDM allocations between MS  
•Redistribution of RES targets based on a flat 5.5% increase across all MS, 
with the remaining distance to target distributed according to GDP/capita 
•Proposal to trade RES between MS 
•Redistribution of auction revenues between MS based on GDP/capita and 
“early action”, i.e. overachievement of Kyoto targets
•Proposal to allow free allocation to the power and heat sectors of CEE MS 
•Each MS can import CDM allowances up to 3% (4% for some MS) of its 2005 
emissions; these can be traded between MS



Lessons Learned For Climate Policy In 
Other Jurisdictions

• Implications of EU experience for other 
jurisdictions

• Implications of EU experience on target negotiation
• Implementing an ETS across heterogeneous 

jurisdictions
• Effort sharing across heterogeneous regimes



Implications of EU experience for other 
jurisdictions

• EU experience of effort sharing in climate policy is 
somewhat unique internationally 

• Small, like-minded “clubs” of countries may be more 
successful at distributing the costs and benefits of 
climate policy than larger groups of heterogeneous 
nations, and therefore at maintaining a more 
ambitious policy than each country would commit to 
alone 



Implications of EU experience on target 
negotiation

• much of the EU’s success has been grounded on the ability 
of credible, but neutral, actors to reduce the bargaining space 
and develop consensus on basic principles of effort sharing 

• the need to balance comprehensive criteria for effort sharing 
with simplicity and transparency 

• agreed, differentiated targets may contribute to, but by no 
means guarantee, successful implementation 

• EU effort-sharing approaches have been largely focused on 
equity in the design and allocation of targets; there seems to 
be little focus on the subsequent implementation phase 



Implementing an ETS across 
heterogeneous jurisdictions

The extension of ETS across multiple jurisdictions 
has several justifications. 
1. reduces overall compliance costs, and hence 

potentially increases the scope for more 
ambitious targets. 

2. reduces the risks of carbon leakage by 
harmonizing the carbon price across the covered 
jurisdictions. 

3. can serve as a means to offer side-payments to 
reluctant parties through the allocation and 
subsequent trade of permits



Effort sharing across heterogeneous 
regimes

• The EU’s experience provides a practical 
demonstration of the real technical and political 
difficulties of linking climate policy regimes and 
trading systems. 

• Regime designs need to be constructed ex ante, 
to the extent possible, so as to be compatible; 
ex post adjustments are likely to be political 
fraught and technically difficult.
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